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Investigation of a new type of resonance, which takes place in metals located in a high 
frequency electromagnetic field and a stationary magnetic field parallel to the surface of 
the metal, the frequency cu of the alternating field being a multiple of the cyclotron fre
quency Q = eH/mc. 

The shape of the resonance curve depends considerably on the electron dispersion law 
and permits one to determine from the experimental data the topology of the Fermi surface 
and find some of its concrete characteristics. 

The surface impedance of the metal has been computed for an arbitrary direction of the 
stationary magnetic field relative to the surface, The analysis has been performed on ba
sis of the most general assumptions of the electron theory of metals (arbitrary law of dis
persion and collision integral), It has been proved that it is possible to introduce the 
mean free path time of the electrons under the conditions of an anomalous skin effect at 
arbitrary temperatures, 

I. DIAMAGNETIC AND CYCLOTRON 
RESONANCES 

I T IS WELL KNOWN that a free electron travelling 
through a uniform magnetic field move-s in a 

spiral whose axis is in the direction of the magnet
ic field. The frequency of rotation of the electron in 
a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, 
n = eH/mc, is the same for all electrons and is in· 
dependent of the magnitude or the direction of their 
velocity. As a consequence, an external high fre
quency field of frequency (.() ... n, impressed on a free 
electron gas, produces resonance. 

In metals and semiconductors this resonance is 
"smeared out" because of electron collisions with 
phonons, with lattice imperfections and with the 

surface. For a substantial resonance to occur, it is 
necessary in every case, that the electron succeed 
in making a large number of revolutions over the 
mean free path l = vt0 , i.e. 

t0 » 2n/i2, H » 2rr me/ et0 (l.l) 

(note that this condition requires that r « l). In 
these equations, vis the velocity, t0 is the mean 
free path time and e is the electronic charge; 
r = mvc/ eH is the radius of the orbit of the elec
tron in a magnetic field H. Since near resonance, cu 
is approximately equal to n, it follows that 

*A preliminary report on this resonance is contained in 
Ref. 1. 

(1.2) 

(the case of an arbitrary value of (J)t0 and 
n » 2rr(cu + 1/to) has been previously examined2). 

The mean free path time of electrons, t0 , is be
tween 10-13 and 10-14 sec at room temperature and 
between 10-10 and 10-11 sec at liquid helium tem

peratures. Therefore, as the approximations in Eqs. 
(l.l) and (1.2) show, the resonance should become 
observable at helium temperatures in centimeter and 
millimeter wavelength ranges in magnetic fields 
with H between 103 and 104 oersteds. 

Consider in particular the motion of electrons in 
the resonant condition with cu = n » 2rr/t0 • The 
skin depth in this case does not depend on t 0 and 
is equal* to 

o=(c 2 to/2rra)Y. =(mc 2/2rrne 2)Y., 

where a= ne2 t0/m is the de conductivity and n is 
the density of electrons. 

The ratio of o to r, the radius of the orbit of the 
electron in a magnetic field, is: 

o/r = H/(4rrn8)Y. 

( 8 is the energy of the electron). In semiconductors, 
8 is approximately equal to kT, and since 
H » 2rrmc/et0 (Eq. l.l), it follows that 

*It should be recalled that the skin depth for the nor

mal skin effect is given by o = (c2 ll + CUt0 I /2rrcua)Y.. 
For rough estimates this formula is always applicable. 

730 
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o/r » me/ eto ..fiJJ ;r l 

Thus, if one assumes m rv 10- 10 g, t0 "" 10- 10 sec, 
T"" 4°K and n ""10 14 cm~3 , one finds that 
o/r » 300. Consequently, the electron in its or
bit in semiconductors finds itself in a practically 
uniform electric field. 

In metals* 

(n rv 1022 cm-3 ) so that in all actually attainable 
magnetic fields, o « r. This means that only 
those electrons which move in a very thin layer 
(z rv Oeff « r « l/2rr) near the surface of the metal 
find themselves in a non-ignorable electric field.** 
For this reason it is exceedingly important whether 
the fixed magnetic field is parallel to the surface 
or not. In the latter case the electron passes through 
the layer oeff only once, the time of passage through 
if being oeff/ v, which is small compared to the peri
od of the field, and the resonance obviously does 
not·occur*** (in the zero approximation for Oeff/r). 

If the magnetic field is parallel to the surface of 
the metal (z = 0) (or more exactly, if the angle be
tween the surface and the field is given by 
<l> ;S oe££/l, then the principal contribution to the 
current density is made by those electrons moving 
near the surface (Fig. l), but not colliding with it, 
which enter and re-enter the layer z "' oeff many 
times (l/2rrr » 1). They do not move into the inte
rior of the metal, since the value of the projection 
of their velocity on the axis, averaged over the peri
od, is 

Vz =- (c/eH) dpy/dt = 0. 

The motion of these electrons is exactly analogous 
to the motion of charged particles in a cyclotron 

*Bismuth may be an exception since in bismuth n- lOu 
em-\ and the effective masses in certain directions are 
very small. Under such conditions diamagnetic resonance ' 

is possible 3• 

**Note that o is different from Oeff• which is the effec
tive skin depth in the general case 

00 

Oeff = [ i (z) dzli (0). 
0 

***In this case oe££ is approximately aoe££/l, i.e., it 
assumes its value in the absence of a magnetic field 4• 

Consequently, the impedance [z = 277WOeff (1 + i)/c2 ] 

is independent of the magnetic field. 

FIG. 1. Schematic form of some possible electron tra
jectories in a metal. 

with only one gap, and at frequencies w, which are 
multiples of n, resonance can occur. 

This resonance in metals differ essentially from 
resonance in semiconductors. In the latter materials 
o » r, l, and Ohm's law is obeyed [j = a (H) E] so 
that the ordinary skin effect takes place. Reso
nance evidently appears at a frequency w = n and it 
should of course be called diamagnetic resonance 3 • 

In metals which are in the resonance condition 
(oeff «r « l/277), Ohm's law j =a E is not satisfied, 
since the electric fields are essentially changed 
over the mean free path. The resonance arises un
der conditions of the anomalous skin effect for mul
tiple frequencies with w"" q n (q = ± 1, ± 2, ± 3, ... ). 
Furthermore in the zero approximation for oe££/r « 1, 
resonance will occur only if the magnetic field is 
parallel to the surface of the metal. Such a reso
nance, which can be truly called "cyclotron" reso
nance, has not been previously described in the li
terature. (In the literature 3 , diamagnetic resonance 
is also called "cyclotron" resonance. Since we 
have shown that diamagnetic and cyclotron reso
nances are based on phenomena which are physi
cally distinguishable, the terminology change pro
posed here would take this distinction into account.) 

The purpose of the present work is a calculation 
of the principal values Z a of the complete surface 
impedance tensor of the metal Z J.LV = R J.LV + iX J.LV: 

2 
4rciw ~ , 

- C2 E"' (0) = ~ Z"'vEv (0) ((.1., 'I= X, y), 
v=l 

where E J.L(O) is the value of the component of the 
electric field at the surface of the metal (z = 0). 

At resonance R and X pass through their minima 
(see below). The minima of R correspond to the 
maximum Q in the resonator and the minima of X 
occur at the smallest displacement of the resonant 
frequency. 

2. THE ROLE OF THE DISPERSION LAW 

Thus far, it was surmised that the "cyclotron" 
frequency n is the same for all electrons. This is 
true only in those cases, when the dispersion law 
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(i.e., the relation between the energy s of the 
quasi-particles, and their quasi-momentum p) is 
quadratic: 

For the general case of an arbitrary dispersion 
law it is necessary to consider two possibilities. 
The trajectory of the quasi-particle in a fixed mag
netic field H is given by the equations: 

s (p) = s, PH = const. (2.1) 

(i.e., the energy s and the projection of the quasi

momentum PH are integrals of the motion!) H the tra
jectory is not closed, the motion of the quasi parti
cle in momentum space is infinite, non-periodic and, 
obviously, resonance is impossible. 

If, on the other hand, the curve of Eq. (2.1) is 
closed, the motion in momentum space will be peri
odic with a frequency n, given by5 

n = (2rreH/c) aS/as, (2.2) 

where S (s, PH) is the area of the cross section, 
bounded by the curves (2.1) (only this case will be 
considered in what follows). The quantity 
(l/2rr) as; as plays the role of an effective mass. 
In the case of a non-quadratic dispersion law, n 
depends on s and PH, so that the resonance fre
quency can coincide exactly with one of the fre
quencies D = D(s; p0 ). For electrons with PH 

nearly equal to Po the frequency D (pH) is equal to: 

n (pH) = n (Po) + il' (Po) (pH- Po) 

+ 1/2il" (Po) (pH- Po)2 + · · · 
It is obvious that the number of electrons finding 
themselves close to resonance [i.e., having a fre
quency n"' n (po)J, will be greatest when 
£Y(p0 ) = 0, i.e., when p0 corresponds to an extremum 
of n, and consequently an extremum of as;as. 
Therefore one naturally anticipates a resonance at a 
frequency w, equal to 

Thus, cyclotron resonance is very sensitive to the 
shape of the boundary Fermi surface s (p) = s 0 • The 
resonance is absent if the direction of the magnetic 
field corresponds to an open ~ection of Eq. (2.1). 
Furthermore, the shape of the resonance is different 

depending on how closely the Fermi surface resem
bles an ellipsoid. Therefore in the remainder of this 
paper we shall not introduce any assumptions con
cerning the form of the dispersion law. 

3. THE COMPLETE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 

The complete set of equations consists of Max
well's equations: 

curl H = 4 " j' • curl E = - iw H 
c ' c 

and the kinetic equations for the perturbation 
{ 1 exp (iwt) to the equilibrium Fermi distribution 
function 

Eliminating H from Maxwell's equation, we get 

E:. y (z) + (4"iwjc2 ) ix. y (z); iz = 0, 

j; =- ~:__ ~ v;f 1 d-cp, v = V'pe (p) (i = x, y, z); 
(3.1) 

where d~P = dpx dpy dpz, and the integration is to 
be performed over all momentum space. The Oz axis 
is the direction of the inward normal to the surface 
of the metal, and the Ox axis is in the direction of 
the projection of the stationary magnetic field onto 
the metal surface. The kinetic equations for {1 will 
be written with variables s, PH and ~ = flat. Here 
D 0 = eH/m0 c (m 0 is the characteristic mass of the 
electron) and t is the time expended by the electron 
during one revolution in its orbit 5 •6 , which for 
closed orbits is given by t = (c/ eH) a St I as( where 
st is the area of the region of intersection between 
s (p) = s, and PH = const.) For simplicity, it will be 
assumed that as; as > 0, i.e., that the quasi parti
cles under consideration are electrons. 

The linearized kinetic equations have the form5: 

v atl + n atl + iwf + (atl) =evE ato (3.2) 
z az 0 a" l at CT Q<; ' 

where (a {1 I at) cot is the integral for collisions of 
electrons with photons, impurities and lattice imper
fections. Here it is taken into account that 
8 = e(v·E) and Pk =- eEk. The boundary condi
tions for the z coordinate are determined from the 
nature of the reflection of the electrons at the sur
face. We shall assume that the electrons are scat
tered diffusely (this is almost always so 6 ' 7), i.e., 
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that the reflected electrons have an equilibrium dis
tribution function* 

(3.3) 

At infinity {1 is necessarily zero. A boundary con
dition of {1 arises from the periodicity of {1 with re
spect to c with a period e = m~1 aS/ a 8: 

(3.4) 

To solve the problem it is convenient to introduce 

'P (z; v) = { 1 (z; v)- {1 (z;- v). 

In order to obtain an equation for 'P, we write Eq. 
(3.2) separately for {1 (z; v) and for {1 (z; - v). When 
the symmetry of the collision integral relative sub· 
stitution of v by - v is taken into account, one finds 
the following: 

ati(z;v)+LAf (. )- E~ato. 
" 1 z, v - e " , 
~ ~~ 

(3.5) 

afi(z;-v)_LAf (.- )- E~ato. (35) a 1 z, v - e ;:, ' . a z Vz ue: 

where 

A 1 { a . (a\ } L = - 0 0 ;;- + t(J) + "t I · .Vz u't" u ;CT 

If one now performs the operation (a/a z - L) on 
(3.5) and the operation (a ;a z + L) on (3.5a) and 
substracts the resulting equations, one obtains: 

(~- L2 ) 'Y (z; v) = -- 2e E L (v: ~:0). (3.6) 

Equation (3.1) is now written in the form: 

" 4m·w em0 \ • d- d 
Ex,y (z) = -C2 Ji3 J Vx,y r<z, v) d,; c. pH, 

~ Vz 'Y (z; v) d,; ds dpH = 0 (3. 7) 

Here the relation 8 ( - p) = 8 (p) has been used. 
Now it is possible to expand the functions E (z) 
and 'II (z; v) over the region z < 0 [E ( - z) = E (z); 
'P ( - z; v) = 'P (z; v)] and to introduce Fourier 
transformations: 

*Incidentally, the nature of the reflection from the sur
face does not materially affect the results. 

k2~ (k; v) + 2'¥' (0; v) + L2~ (k; v) 

= 2e..O (k) L (~ ofo). 
<D Vz ae: 

(3.8a) 

(3.9) 

It is still necessary to determine the boundary 
conditions for 'P (z; v) based on Eq. (3.3). S~b
tracting (3.5) from (3.5a) and substituting z = 0, we 
find: 

'¥' (0; v) =- L {f1 (0; v) + f1 (0; - v)}. (3.10) 

But from Eq. (3.3): 
{ 1 (0; v) =- { 1 (0; v) = 0 for Vz > 0; 

{ 1 (0; - v) =- { 1 (0;- v) = 0 for vz < 0. 

Therefore Eq. (3.10) must written as 

'¥' (0; v) = L {sgn Vz· '¥(0; v)}; sgn x = {+ 1 (x > O). 
-1 (x<O) 

(3.11) 

Substituting Eq. (3.11) into Eq. (3.9), we get 

(3.12) 

where -g (k; v) = ed) (k) v ofofos- I Vz! 'Y (0; v). 

Hence 

~ (k; v) = (l + ikfl gfvz + (l- ikt1 gfvz. (3.13) 

The condition that ~-is periodic with respect to c 
has obviously been conserved. Thus the problem re
duces to finding (L ± ikr1 g/vz =~'i.e., to finding 
a periodic solution to the equation 

and solving Eqs. (3.8) and (3.8a). 
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4. THE FEASIBILITY OF INTRODUCING 
THE RELAXATION TIME INTO TilE 

ANOMALOUS SKIN EFFECT 

The formulae of the previous section are true with 
the same general conditions for the case of the nor
mal, as well as for the anomalous skin effect, in 
both metals and semiconductors. Let us now examine 
the highly anomalous skin effect (oeff « r, t). In this 

is made by those electrons which are moving nearly 
parallel to the surface of the metal (j Vz I « v), i.e., 
the electrons near to the zone vz = 0 on the Fermi 
surface (Fig. 2, a). This is evident from the fact 
that, from Eq. (3.14), kvz rv n o• I Vz I I Vrv Oo/kv, 

and, fromEq. (3.8), k""' 1/oe££• so that 

case the principal contribution to the current density Accurate calculations lead to the same conclusion. 

z 
a 

H .:c 

b 

FIG. 2. a - Fermi surface 8 (p) = 8 0 b - intersection between the 
Fermi surface and Px = const. 

Therefore, the term vzJJz in Eq. (3.12) can be neg
lected compared with vx<f5x + vycf)y and Eq. (3.8a), 
which determines cf)z, need not be considered fur
ther. For this reason the function 'is large only 
when I Vz I « v. 

Now let us return to the collision integral which 
is composed of two terms: 

(o~jot)col= ·~ (p) ~A (p; p') d-:p' 

- ~ B (p; p') c (p') d-:P'• 

where the magnitudes of A and B are related to the 
transition probabilities (their actual form depends on 
temperature 8). 

Because of the fact that '(p) has a sharp maximum 
for v z rv 0, in this region the first term will be sig
nificantly larger than the second (where '(p) is 

averaged), and the second term can be ignored in the 
approximation to the zeroth order of o eff/r. Conse
quently near the limit of the anomalous skin effect 
(when o eff « r, l) we have at any temperature (con
sistent with this condition): 

(o~jot)col= qp)(t0 (p); ljt 0 (p) =~A (p; p') d'tP'• 

(4.1) 

i.e., it is always possible to introduce the mean free 
path time of the electrons, t 0 (p).* The physical rea
son for this is that the populations of the non-equi
librium states with lvz I « v in the anomalous skin 
effect.are significantly greater than the populations 
of states with I Vz I rv v. Therefore, through colli
sion, transitions from states with I Vz I « v are more 
probable. Thus, Eq. (3.14) may finally be written in 
the form: 

ar . kvz 1 
a~+ loC+t no C = n~g; 

2 

g= e ~: ~J]JJ.(k)vJJ.-IvziT(O;v).(4.2) 
JJ.=l 

( ) 
• (J) 1 

Top =lno + 0 0to(P). 

5. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS 

Equation (4.2) is readily solved. Its periodic so
lutions have the form: 

C(k; 't) =·A ~ g ('t1) exp {~ ( lo + i ~: Jd't2} d't1 • 

-co , 

*This conclusion permits a considerably simpler repre
sentation of the results of Ref. 9, 
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Hence accordmg to Eq. (3.13) 

•f(k; "=) 

- ~0 ~ g ( "=1) ex P (~' 1 od"=2) cos (-A-~ ~' V zd"=2) d't1. 
-oo -r -r 

(5.1) 

First let us consider the case of a magnetic field 
H (H, 0, 0), parallel to the surface of the metal. In 

the zeroth approximation relative to the electric 
field* 

dp e 1 dpy 
dt =- -c [vH], Vz =- ----. 

mo d-; 

Consequently, 
6 

~ Vzd"= = 0 
0 

Using this ~el~tion and the periodicity of g (--c) with 
respect to --c, we get from (5.1): 

-r+O 2 

'f (k; "=) = 2;Y \ {e ~0 ""' d)p. (k) Vp. -I Vz [ '¥ (0; v)} 
flo { e - 1} ~ e: 4J 

, p.=l 
(5.2) 

where 

Now let us determine 

oo N 

'¥ (0; v) = ~ \ 9 (k; v) dk = ~ lim\ 9 (k; v) dk. 
" ) "' N~ oo ~ 

0 0 

For this purpose, note that 

where f( --c) is a point symmetrical about --c (see Fig. 
2, b). This point is determined from the relations 

Py ("=) = Py (f ("=)); "= < f (") <-: + &. (5.4) 

Here for simplicity it has been assumed that curve 
8 (p) == 8 0 , Px == const. is convex and that the point 
f(--c) is unique. However, these last formulae are 
are also satisfied in the general case of non-convex 
curves, since only the value of f( --c) in the vicinity 
of Vz == 0 needs to be evaluated. If at the same time 
on the surface 8 (p) == 8 0 there are several curves 
with vz== 0, then the resonance for given values of 
Px will occur at the point Vz = 0, Px = const, and 
Py = Py max. This is connected with the fact that 

(5.3) 

and the recurring entrances of the electron into the 
layer z "' Oeff can occur only when the highest point 
of the trajectory with z = z min occurs within this 
layer. 

With the help of Eq. (5.3), it is easy to show from 
from Eq. (5.2), that 

j(-r) 

'¥ (0; "=) + '¥ (0; f ("=)) exp ( ~ lod"=2- 2'1t1) 
"( 

2 -r+O T, 

F ("=) = : ~~0 ~ ~ v1.("=1 ) exp (~ 1od"=2) d"=1 
p.=l "' "' 

00 T 1 

X~ c{)p. (k') COS UL ~ Vzd't2 ) dk'. (5.5) 
0 'r 

*Reiijember that this equation defines the variable t. 
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ln. Eq. (5.5), let us substitute fh:) for 'L Using the f( f( -r:)) = -r: + 6. Therefore, after the substitution, 
definition of {h), it is readily shown that one has: 

-r+O 

'¥ (0; f (-c))+'¥ (0, -c) exp ( ~ j 0d-c2 - 21t"() = ~0 e-2TtY F (f ('t)). 
f(-r) 

From Eq. (5.5) and (5.6) 

2 0!) "t' 't't 'tt 

= -rr~o:~o ~ ~£~(k')dk' ~ v~('ti)exp(~ j0d't2)cos(~j Vzd"2Jd"I· 
~-I 0 j(-r)-6 T T 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

We have also made use of the fact that 

"t"l 't'l 

~ Vzd't2 = ~ V2dt:2 

Substituting the simple expression of Eq. (5. 7) for 
'l' (0, -r:) into Eq. (5.2) and calculating the current 
density as 

j(T) T 

and that in the case of a periodic function <ll ( -r:) 

"'+·6 -r, 

{e2rty- 1}-I ~ <I> (t:I) exp (~ ·rodt:2) dt:I, 
" t 

" "'' 
~ <I> ('ti) exp (~ j 0d't2) d"I· 

-QO T 

we find 

where 

2 

j~ (k) = ~ {K~v (k) <{)v (k) 
v-I 

00 

- ~ Q~v (k; k') c8v (k') dk'}, 
0 

8 -r+O T, -r, 

K ~v (k) = 2;:;;: ~ [e2"Y- 1 r1dpx ~vi~ (-c) d-.: ~ v,(-ci)exp (~ "[od't2) cos ( ~~ ~ Vzd't2) dt:I; 
£=£o 0 7 -; 7 

I; :; 

X exp (~ j 0d-:2)cos (-~j Vzdt:2)d~. 
't' 't't 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

Now we take into account that kv/00 » l. Using the method of steepest descent and noting that 
df/d-r: = -1*, in the vicinity of points of steepest descent 7)1(px) and T]2(px), where Vz(B0; px; 7)a) = 0, 

{ 
21J"- 't + 0 (for Or,, 1J'1J2), 

*In the vicinity of 1/a we have f ('t) = , 
21)"- 't (for 1J11J , 1J20). 
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(a= 1, 2) (see Fig. (2, b).) after lengthy calculation we arrive at the expression: 

(Thus, we have verified the assumptions made in 
Section 4, and cited repeatedly, namely that only 
values vz = 0 plays an important role.) Noting, that 

J = m0 ± ~ [ ~fLuv ] <1> (Px) dpx 
Ot=l I uz ("&")I "'~7]"' 

= ~ vfLvv <Do (vz) o (e- z0 ) d-r:P, 

and introducing spherical coordinates v = vn 

= (v sin & cos cp, v sin & sin cp, v cos & ) we find 

2T: 

J = ~ niL (cp) nv (cp) <D (cp) dyjK (q;). (5.lla) 
0 

where K is the Gaussian curvature of the Fermi 
surface. All the quantities are determined at 
& = rr/2. Using Eqs. (5.11) and (5.Ua), we can 
write Eq. (3.8) in the form 

(5.12) 

where* 

*Only the mean value of t; 1 ( 8 0 ; Px ( cp)) appears in the 

answer. This is not unexpected since the integrals of the 

motion (8 0 and Px) determine the system of quantum-me

chanical states, and a degeneracy occurs with respect to 

'"C and leads t-6 an averaging of the collision frequency 

v (px ) = 1 /t0 • 

(5.11) 

(5.13) 

- exp {- 27ti ~ - (~;J}l 

Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) allow i) fL(k) to be determined 
in principle: 

2 

GIL (k) = :Lw fLV (k) E: (O), 
v=1 

(5.14) 

where W,u.v(k) are certain known functions. 
Hence 

2 00 

ElL (0) = ~ E: (0) -~ ~ w fLV (k) dk. 
v-1 0 

.Jut, by definition, the surface impedance tensor, 
Z ,u.v, is given by: 

2 

- ( 47ti(J)Jc2) E ~' (0) = :Lz~'vE: (O) 
v-1 

Therefore, 
00 

zfLV = R!H + iXfLV =- (4i(J)jc2) ~ w fLV (k) dk. 
0 (5.15) 

The following section will be devoted to a calcula

tion of W,u.v(k). 
Note, that in the general case it is not possible 

to reduce the complex tensor Z ,u.v to its principal 
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axes. This means, that there are no directions, 
along which an electromagnetic wave is reflected 
without a rotation of the plane of polarization. 

6. CALCULATION OF THE SURFACE 

IMPEDANCE. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTING 
EQUATIONS. 

First we will show that the surface impedance 
has a resonant character. z!J-11 can be calculated, 
along with A !J.II and B !J.1I from Eqs. (5.12) through 
(5.15). For CtJ = qil (q = ± l, ± 2, ... ), the deno
minator of the expression under the integral sign in 

the case of A/J- 11 is equal to 277/ilt0 , i.e., it is very 
small. Thus, there can exist two essentially dif
ferent cases according to their dependence on•the 
dispersion law. 

For a quadratic dispersion law, or with 

I e (p)- ~ ~ flikP;Pk I/ eo~ (2rrf!Uo), 
i, k 

the cyclotron frequency n is independent of cp; 

Q = (eH jc) (flyyflzz- fl-~)' 1 • 

and resonance occurs for all electrons at the Fermi 
surface for CtJ = qil. 

For an arbitrary dispersion law 8 (p) = 8 the mag
nitude of il is a function of cp and resonance occurs 
only at a frequency CtJ = qilext• which corresponds to 
the extreme value of as;a8 with respect to cp. 

Outside the resonance region* one can equate 

277/ilt0 to zero in Eq. (5.13) for either dispersion 
law. On the case of a non-quadratic dispersion law 
and CtJ/ q = il =f, next, the integral A iJ. 11 should be un· 
derstood to be a principal value.) 

Let us present the results of calculations in the 
vicinity of resonance in the case of a non-quadratic 
and of a quadratic dispersion law. 

l. In the case of a non-quadratic dispersion law, 
in the vicinity of resonance (CtJ = qilext) the main 
contribution to A !J.1I is given by the points 
cp ='Pi (i = l, 2, ... ' {3) where n has an extremum. 
Therefore, 

(6.2) 

It is easy to see that in this case, reducing these sums to principle axes and assuming, for simplicity, 

that t~1 (cpi) = t~1 (cp1 ) we find that: 

Z,."= 32- (V3m:ll2 )'1. (q2x.)'1• exp f 3i (7t+ stan -1 

9Y3 c'A~ ~ 

O< a".-1; 

IZxyj~jZ""j; 
2 ( t*)-2 'lz x.1 = ((1)- qOext)/qOext; X= f~tl + (1) 0 ) • 

1 t-1 ( ) -. = 0 ~1; 
to 

A0a are the principal values of the tensor 

e = z0 , Vz = 0, py > U. 

(6.3) 

(We have not written out the actual form of d !J.1I and 
aain view of their unwieldiness). 

and for Px = const. In the case of the "topmost sec
tion" and of central sections which do not coincide 

Clearly (in consequence of the fact that 
8 (- p) = e(p) ), {3 :;;:. 2 for all non-central sections *In the case of strong magnetic fields with either dis-
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with the base plane, f3 = l, one of the principal val
ues of A~ is zero, and resonance takes place [and 
Eq. (6.3) holds] only if the incident wave is polar
ized along the x-axis. The direction of the electric 
field also gives the direction of the velocity at the 
point cp = cp1; vz = 0, and 8 = 80 • 

The relative depth of the resonance for R aa and 
X aa are basically different for the cases of minimum 
and maximum values of as;a8 (i.e., for s > 0 and 
s < 0). 

The final forms of these equations are as follows: 

a) s > 0, as;a8 has a minimum at cp = cpl: 

R res=~(' Y3rrw2 )''•(__t,_)' 'f, (~)-''"· Q . = ~[l- ( 25 )''1,(_1 ')·'I•]. '"" 3 V3 4AO t'· 3~ 2 ' res q ,.,., 2 I 1• , c .;.: , w 0 _a" ·"'·aa \ QC» 0 

xres=~~. ~·"''1.~'-.n -~1'- 7t, '>? (''r3- o ) 'Ia ( o \ ,. '! [ 1 ] 
7.7. 9V3 c4A~ wt~) sm 5, res- q T wt~ ta.!11(j , (6.4) 

( :"")res= (162w~~ ), '\ 

' C<:X q ax 
w [ ( VT )''•] Dres= ·(/ 1- a"qwt~ ; 

h) s < 0, as;a8 has a maximum at cp = cpl: 

R~es = xres = ~ (V3rrw2 
)''• (L)''· sin''· .2:_. 

n ax 9V3 c4A~ wt~ 5 ' 

(6.5) 

RX C» [- 1 1t] Q ' = - 1 + --.. cot - . res 1 q C»( 5 ' 
0 

{the minus sign is associated with R, the plus sign 
with X). Thus, in all cases R and X have minimum 
values at resonance. In all equations 

The relative breadth of the resonance curve is 

(6.6) 

At the same time* I q I = l, 2, 3, ... « (r!fl~, 
(w t~ /2 rr). Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) show that resonance 
occurs at frequencies nres which are slightly shifted 
from the ratio w/ q. The amount of this shift is dif
ferent for X a and for R a and its origin is different 
in the two cases. The frequency shift of X a occurs 

because a small increase in the magnetic field, 
while it does not change the resonant condition, 

persian law, when 2r:fiw +(fit~)[ «:!.1, with (!.1/rrw") 
.lffo <~ 1 [(l;w10 ) ~ 1] 

R" (H),....., H-'1•, X" (H) ""H-':., 

and for (Qjrrw~) (~) 2> 1 [(1/wt0)'> 1], we have 
Z" (H)""" H-';,_ 

* q 1: (r/8)'/, at l.1 2> 1jt0 corresponds to the condition 
of the anomalous skin-effect 8eff << v/<;u whenever cyclo
tron resonance occurs [(6-= mc2 /271e2 )%]. 

leads to an cadvantageous" increase in the revolu

tions of the electron between collisions. The fre
quency shift of R a is associated with the changing 
phase of the electric field as a function of distance 
from the surface. For a maximum acceleration of the 
electrons in the skin-layer, it is necessary that the 
thickness 81 at which the phase of the field is sig
nificantly changed should he large compared to the 
effective attenuation depth, 8 eff. For this reason it 

is necessary that X » R. But X/R depends on the 
frequency and on the magnetic field. Therefore 
when relatively small changes of the magnetic field 
can lead to X » R, such changes are found to he 
"advantageous", even if at the same time after 

1 w - q nres I c: revolutions the electron finds itself 
near the surface with its phase changes by 7T from 

that of the electric field. This is possible when 
as; a8 has a minimum and impossible when as; a8 
has a maximum. Precisely for this reason the es
sentially different depth of the resonance of Ra is 
explained by its dependence on the sign of 
a 3 S(cp)/a8 acp2. 

2. Let us turn to the quadratic dispersion law. 
For simplicity consider the case where V t0 is in
dependent of cp. The surface impedance tensor can 
then be diagonalized, and the resultant formula 
holds for all frequencies and magnetic fields. In 

this case we get from (5.12) 

- k2f' (k)- 2E' (0) = i 3r.2w Brx {£" (k) 
f.Da , "' c~ 1 _ e-21ty ll 

00 

_ (1 + e-21tY)2 (' 0o: (k') dk' } 

41': j (k + k') v kk' ' 
0 

(6.7) 
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where Ba. are the principal values of the two dimen
sional tensor B J.L 11 • Taking it into account that the 
only singularities of the solution of (6. 7) in the re
gion of the complex variable k, except for k = 0, are 
simple poles which are the roots of the equation 

it is easy to show that 
ClO 

Za. (H) = Ra. + iXa. = - 4ic~ ~Ga. (R) dkiE~ (0) 
0 

8 z 0 [ ( . 6) 27t \1''• = T I a. ( ) I - exp - 2rct 0 - -. 1 ; nt0 , 

Za. (0) = (J13 7t<u2 1 c4Ba.)''· (I + i y3); (6.8) 

Here Z a. (0) is the value of the impedance when 
H = 0 (Ref. 10); 

ClO 

I = ~ G (x) dx ~ I; 
0 

and G (x) is a solution of the integral equation 

G (x) = 27t (x: + 1) {3 y3 
ClO + [1 + e-2nY]2 \ G (x') dx' 

2 J (x + x') V xx' 
0 

(6.9) 

00 

(3 + e-21tY) (1- e-2nY) \ In (xI x') G (x') dx'} . 
+ 7t J x2-x'2 

0 

The integral/, which enters into (6. 8), changes 
slowly with the magnetic field and it can be easily 
evaluated by the method of successive approxima-
tions: 

ClO 

G (x) = ~ Gn (x), 
n=o 

At resonance, the values of Ra., Xa., Xa.!Ra. and 
corresponding resonance frequencies are given by: 

R!es= 16_(21t~)'I,Ra.(O)= ~ ( V:Gt )''• _ .,,. 
9 V 3 wt' 9 V3 c4B /*2 (2--q) ' 

0 ex 0 

nres= : [1-(2orqwt~)-'1•j; 

x~es = 32 ( 1t~ )''l·x" (O) = 32 _ (V31tw2 )''• ( rr:q )''·. 
27 wt 9V3 C"B ,. ' 0 ex ,w 0 

(6.10) 

n.es =~(I+ LJ . 
q · wt*0 ' 

( X a. )res 3 ( wt~\' I~ w • , 
Rrx. =y 1tq), Qres=q-[1-(rrqwt0)-I•J 

1 It~= 1/ t0 • 

3y way of an example, Fig. 3 shows the functions 
R (ll)/R (0), X(H)!X(O), X(H)/R (H)y'3 plotted for 
the case of an isotropic quadratic dispersion law 
(dp) = p2/2m) for wtt equal to 1, 10 and 50. The 
graphs were constructed with the help of (6.8). 

The small maxima of R and X at w = (q + ~) n are 
not due to resonance, since for Ott -> oo the magni
tude of the impedance at these points approaches a 
constant value. Deviations from a quadratic disper
sion law will reduce the height if the maxima in R 
and X to an even greater degree. 

It can be shown by direct calculation that the 
equations derived hold not only for electrons 
{aS/ih > 0) but also for "holes". To use the for-

mulae for holes, it is only necessary to change 
as;a8 in all formulae into 1 as; as!. 

Similar formulae are found also in the case of 
several bands. It must be noted, that even if the 
number of holes is equal to the number of electrons 
and if the corresponding resonances coincide, the 
formulae retain their form. (This is because one can 
neglect the influence of the Hall field which would 
accompany the distortion of the trajectory of the 
electrons in the region z '"'-' Oeff « r). 

It is interesting to note that the character of the 
dispersion law changes the form of the resonance 
curves in a qualitative way. In particular, 
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for a quadratic dispersion law; 

for a non-quadratic dispersion law when as;a8 has 
a minimum, and 

for a non-quadratic dispersion law when as; ar:;, has 
a ·maximum. 

7. DETERMINATION OF SOME OF THE 

MICROSCOPIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
ELECTRON GAS IN METALS 

l3y measuring the surface impedance in a magnetic 
field under the condition of the anomalous skin-ef
fect, one can in principle determine the shape of the 
boundary Fermi surface 8 (p) = £ 0, the velocity of 
the electrons v = v (p) on this surface and the mean 
free path time t0 (p). 

It has been shown previously 10 that the principal 
values of the surface impedance Z a. in the presence 
of the anomalous skin-effect, but in the absence of 
a magnetic field, are given by 

Za. = Ra. + iXa. = (V31tw2 / c4BSI· (1 + i V3), 
(7.1) 

where B a. are the principal values of the tensor B f.L v 

(7 .la) 

(notation the same as in preceding sections). 
Consequently, a measurement of Ra. makes it pos

sible to find the mean value of l/K on the equator 
Vz = 0: 

21t dcp 3h3 
\ --= (Bx + By)-8 • • (7.2) 
~ K (cp) e-
ll 

In Ref. ll there was derived an equation by means 
of which it is possible to determine a function by 
evaluating its mean value along all equators. There
fore, by measuring the dependence of Ra. on the 

angle between crystallographic axes and the normal 
to the metal surface, it is pol'lsible to compute the 
Gaussian curvature K for any point on the surface 

8 (p) = 8. * If this surface turns out to be convex, 

K(H) 
K(OJ 

Y(H) 
R(HjV'J 

1/ 

3 

z 

\ 
~ 
~ 

a 

b 

~· 

.\ \ 
'/' 1 d 
~ v 

50 

c 

FIG. 3. The numbers alongside the curves are the val
ues of cut0 ; cu/fl = (mcuc/e)/H. 

*For this reason, ii is necessary to perform experi
ments, similar to those of Pip pard 12• 
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the computed Gaussian curvature will have its shape 
determined uniquely. When the equation 8 (p) = 8 0 

defines several surfaces, the problem becomes sub
stantial! y more complicate d. 

From Eqs. (6.4), (6.5) and (6.10) it can he seen 
that, if one knows the resonant frequency for Ra and 
X a 

0 res= 2TCeHres I c (oS I os)ext 
(7.3) 

=((1)/q)(I+A); IAI~I. 

(where Hres and A are different for R a and X a in ad
dition to which A depends only on tt ), then one can 
determine t: and the extreme value (a Sl a r:;) ext 

If one knows (as;ae)ext and the shape of the sur
face 8 (p) = 8 0 it becomes possible, in accordance 
with Ref. ll, to evaluate the velocity v = v (p) on 
the boundary Fermi surface. 

From the quantity, 
6 

I I t' = - 1 \'.-~-
0 6 ) to (P) 

one can find 11 
0 

- 1- = \ A (p; p') d-tp' 
to(P) ) 

[see Eq. (4.1)]. When t1his integral equation has 
been solved, one can find in principle A (p; p') and 
consequently the transition probabilities, w(p; p'). 

Let us recall that values of l/t0 (p) and w(p; p'), 
determined from similar experiments, are applicable 
only to the narrow layer z = o eff « r, l in the vicin
ity of the surface of the metal. They can, therefore, 
speaking generally, be distingushed from the values 
of l/t0 (p) and w(p; p') in a large sample where they 
can he altered by surface treatment. 

8. MAGNETIC FIELDS, INTERSECTING 
THE METAL SURFACE AT AN ANGLE; 

INTRODUCTION OF EFFECTIVE VALUES 

In a manner similar to that which was followed 
for a magnetic field parallel to the surface of a 
metal, calculations can be made for an arbitrary 
orientation of the 2magnetic field, when 
sin <I>» (r/l) (o/r)i; (here <I> is the angle between the 
direction of the magnetic field and the surface). In 
this case the impedance becomes equal to 

The equations which were derived above with the 
help of the kinetic equation can he understood from 
elementary considerations of the motion of electrons 
in stationary magnetic field with a variable electro
magnetic field, parallel to the surface of the metal. 

Following P ippard 4 and Ginsburg 13 let us assume 
that for electrons which are moving nearly parallel 
to the surface (and which comprise the main contri
bution to the electric field). 

j = Ueff E. (8.2) 

VIe shall assume that the field E (z; t) inside the 
metal is parallel to the stationary magnetic field and 
directed along the x-axis. Then 

E (z; t) = E0 exp ( -zfo eff) cos ((l)t + x); 

(8.3) 

Now we calculate the mean energy Aw, which the n 
electrons acquire along their path length, l = vt0 , 

under the action of the high frequency field; 

= ~: E~ [~ exp (- z (t) /neff) cos ((l)t + x) dt r 
z(t) = Zo + (v /0) (I- cos Ot); 0 = eH fmc, 

(8.4) 

where v is the mean velocity of the electron. 
The average must be taken over all X <x is the 

phase of the field, which is encountered by the 
electron at the surface) and over all initial coordi
nates of the electron, z0 • From v/f!Oeff = r/oen» l 
we find: 

~ _ ~ 3~u_ £ 2 sin2 (Nrt(J} 1 f!) ~ 
w- 2f! l 0 sin2 (rt(J} 1 f!) cos~(..-:(!) I 0). 

(8.5) 

Here N(= l/2TTr » l) is the number of revolutions 
made by the electron between collisions and 
a= ne2t 0/m is the de conductivity. 

From Eq. (8.5), it is seen that with w = qf!, A w 

attains a maximum, i.e., resonance takes place. 
During resonance, 

On the other hand, the quantity of heat, Q, which is 
(8.1) released in the metal during the time t0 » 1/w is 

equal to 
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~to ~';" TCcr 
Q = dt cr E2dz= ~ N~ E~ 

eff 2!1 • Oeff O• (8.6) 
0 0 

where aeff is the effective conductivity of the metal. 
Equating Q and l':t..w we find that 

But, from Maxwell's equations 

Oeff = (c2 /21Tulaeff)Y., so that 

1 (c2cr2 )'/, 
cr eff ' = 2TC - , r2w ' 

Hence, during resonance 

" (rc2 )'/, 
Oeff• = - · ,wcr 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

R (H) = ( _21tw )'/. = ( 4~)'/, (V3 TCw2[ )'/, f2TCq )'i, 
, c2cr •r3 c4cr I wt ' 
' eff r \ o 

(8.9) 

where only the numerical factor differs from Eq. 
(6.8) for 6.J = qO. Such a difference should have 
been anticipated, because the complex character of 
Oeff had not been taken into account. A similar 
method cannot be determined with Eq. (6.10), since 
it does not permit one to take into account the varia
tion of the phase of the field with depth of penetra
tion. Besides this, it can be applied only to the 
case of a quadratic dispersion law. A precise cal
culation shows that in reality the effective depth 
for the attenuation of the field, which is given by 

00 

o~~ = ~ E (z) dz IE (0) ~ o (o I r)''• ~ o e££ 

0 

is considerably smaller than the effective depth for 
attenuation of the current, given by 

00 

a<!i£ = ~ i (z) dz 1 i (O) ·-a (r 1 o)''· ~a eff. 
0 

(similar relations are valid even in the absence of 
the magnetic field; it is only necessary to replace 
r by l). 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that in metals, at high frequencies 
and low temperatures, a new kind of resonance, 
namely cyclotron resonance, should take place. This 
resonance has not as yet been observed experimen
tally. It is readily distinguishable from other reso
nances, since l) it occurs at a number of fre quen
cies, rather than at a single frequency as is the 

case for diamagnetic or paramagnetic resonance 
(see Fig. 3); 2) it is possible only in stationary 
magnetic fields, which must be very nearly parallel 
to the surface of the metal, and 3) it persists through 
a reversal of the magnetic field. 

An experimental investigation of cyclotron reso
nance is beset with a series of difficulties, such as 
the following: 

( 1) The frequency UJ, is given by 

2r- I to~ Cil ~(vic) (27:ne21m)''• (9.1) 

(where t0 is the characteristic relaxation time of the 
electrons), corresponds to centimeter and millimeter 
waves* for pure metals at very low temperatures; 

(2) The stationary magnetic field must be 

(9.2) 

i.e., fields of thousands of oersteds** are needed. 
(For the case of almost empty bands with small 
electron effective masses, the required value of H 
drops to tens or hundreds of oersteds). 

(3) The stationary magnetic field must be very 
nearly parallel to the surface. The angle <I> between 
the field and the surface has to be such that 

(here o eff is the effective depth of the skin layer), 
i.e., if l rv 10"2 em, 8rv 10"5 em, the angle <I> may not 
exceed several tens of minutes. This also applies 
to the angular dimensions of surface inhomogenei
ties. Otherwise, the free-path-length of the elec
trons, which contribute to the resonance, is deter
mined by collisions with surface irregularities. 
Therefore, the finish of the surface becomes espe
cially significant. 

l3y using the anisotropy of the surface impedance 
in a magnetic field, one can in principle determine 
the shape of the boundary Fermi surface, the ve-

*The inequality on the right occurs because at very 
high frequencies (in the infrared region) and at corre
sponding magnetic fields the normal skin effect is 
encountered again, since r turns out to be much smaller 
than oeff• In this case cyclotron resonance does not 
occur. 

**It would be very interesting to investigate cyclotron 
resonance at very intense, pulsed magnetic fields with a 
pulse duration considerably greater than t 0 - 10- 11 sec, 
Of course in this case, the inequality on the right side 
of (9.1) should be satisfied. 
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locity of the electrons on it and the transition prob

ability for passing from one state to the other. 
(It must be understood that this is valid only for 
closed cross sections of the Fermi surface. For 
open cross sections, an investigation of the aniso
tropy permits one to establish only that such cross 
sections are present and how they are oriented, 
which one learns from the absence of resonance in 
corresponding directions.) 

An interpretation of the experimental curves in the 
case of partially filled bands is simpler than in the 
de-Haas, van-Alphen effect, because of the resonant 
nature of the curves. 

By examining the dependence of the resonance 
minimum in R on the magnetic field, one can deter
mine how much the dispersion law for the electrons 
differs from a quadratic law; i.e., to what extent the 
electron bands are filled. 

It should be emphasized that electrons in the 
fundamental band (and not just those in very slightly 
filled bands) participate in cyclotron resonance and 
that these electrons are the ones which make the 
main contribution to the electrical conductivity of 
the metal. 

Quantum effects will lead to small oscillations 
superimposed on the fundamental periodic curves. 
These oscillations are completely non-essential to 
the phenomenon discussed here. 

In conclusion the authors consider it their pleas
ant duty to thank L. D. Landau, I. M. Lifshiftz, 
M. I. Kaganov and A. Ia. Povzner for profitable dis-
cussions. 17 

Note added in proof: llecently E. Fawcett re-
ported the experimental observation of cyclotron 
resonance in tin and of a decrease in the surface 
resistivity of tin and copper in a high intensity 
magnetic field, parallel to the surface of t~e metal. 
As was shown theoretically (see footnote m Sec. 6), 
the minuteness of the decrease in the surface re
sistance in the high intensity magnetic field is as
sociated with the fact, that it is clearly not enough 
for the magnetic field be parallel to the surface 
within 1°, as was the case in Fawcett's experiments. 
As we have shown <I> should satisfy the conditions 
<I>< (r!l) (8/r)~ « 1°. The smoother variation of 

R (H) may also be attributed to an insufficiently 
smooth surface. A detailed consideration of the ex
perimental results will be presented in a separate 
article. 
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